We introduce a method to fabricate high-performance field-effect transistors on the surface of freestanding organic single crystals. The transistors are constructed by laminating a monolithic elastomeric transistor stamp against the surface of a crystal. This method, which eliminates exposure of the fragile organic surface to the hazards of conventional processing, enables fabrication of rubrene transistors with charge carrier mobilities as high as ϳ15 cm 2 /V⅐s and subthreshold slopes as low as 2 nF⅐V/decade⅐cm 2 . Multiple relamination of the transistor stamp against the same crystal does not affect the transistor characteristics; we exploit this reversibility to reveal anisotropic charge transport at the basal plane of rubrene.
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Basic scientific interest and potential applications in large-area, flexible electronic systems motivate research in the field of organic semiconductors (1) (2) (3) (4) . Despite a substantial body of work aimed at understanding charge transport in these materials (5-11), a welldeveloped, microscopic description is still lacking. It is for this reason that studies of organic single crystals, in which grain boundaries are eliminated and concentration of charge traps is minimized, are important. A primary experimental difficulty is that the field-effect structures that are needed for these measurements require fabrication steps that can disrupt molecular order and bonding, generate interfacial trapping sites, create barriers to charge injection, and cause other unwanted changes to these fragile molecular systems (12) . There is, therefore, a strong need for nondestructive, reversible methods to fabricate field-effect transistors (FETs) based on single crystals of organic semiconductors in a way that reveals intrinsic properties and removes processing-related effects.
In our technique, the transistor circuitry (the source-drain-gate electrodes and gate dielectric) is fabricated on a flexible elastomeric substrate, which, at the final stage, is bonded to the surface of organic crystal by van der Waals forces. In this respect, our technique is similar to the fabrication of organic FETs by laminating an organic crystal against a silicon wafer with predeposited electrodes (8, 9) . The main advantage of both elastomeric and Si-based stamp techniques is obvious: They eliminate the need for deposition of metals and dielectrics directly onto a very fragile organic surface. The elastomeric technique, however, has two important advantages compared with the Si-based technique. First, in contrast with Si-based substrates that require very thin (ϳ1 m) and bendable crystals (which are prone to straininduced defects), the elastomeric stamps are compatible with much thicker (up to a few mm) and rigid crystals, as the flexible elastomeric surface and the ductile Au contacts adjust easily to the crystal shape. Second, the elastomeric stamp technique is nondestructive and reversible. The contact between the stamp and organic crystals can be reestablished many times without affecting the transistor characteristics. We exploited this experimental capability to explore the dependence of the field-effect mobility on the orientation of the transistor channel relative to the crystallographic axes and observed for the first time a strong anisotropy of the fieldeffect mobility within the a-b plane of single crystals of rubrene. Figure 1 shows the transistor stamps used and outlines the steps of device fabrication. A flexible elastomer, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), is used as a substrate on which the transistor stamp is constructed (13) . Gate and source-drain electrodes (Ti/Au) are evaporated through shadow masks and are separated by an additively transferred thin film (2 to 4 m) of PDMS (14) . The flexibility of both the dielectric and the substrate (and therefore all the gold electrodes in these transistor stamps) enables assembly of devices through simple lamination of the organic crystal and elastomeric stamp surface (13) . Slight pressure applied to one edge of the crystal initiates contact with the stamp (Fig. 1B) ; van der Waals forces then spontaneously cause a "wetting" front to proceed across the surface of the crystal (Fig. 1B , center frame). The low free-surface energy of PDMS favors the progression of such a wetting front (15, 16) across the flat surfaces of organic crystals. The absence of interference fringes (as observed *These authors contributed equally to this work. †Present address: IBM, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, USA. ‡Present address: Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge CB3 0HE, UK. §Present address: University of Tokyo, Tokyo 264-8505, Japan.
To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: jrogers@uiuc.edu through a high-resolution optical microscope) suggests an atomic-scale, intimate contact of the semiconductor with the electrodes (17, 18) and the elastomeric gate dielectric (19) , consistent with the electrical measurements described below.
The ease of this assembly process and its inherently noninvasive nature enable systematic analysis of the semiconducting properties of pristine organic crystals. The present work focuses on high-purity crystals of rubrene ( Fig.  2A) , synthesized with a physical vapor transport technique (6, 20) . This material forms an orthorhombic crystal with herringbone molecular packing. Figure 2B shows the relative orientation of rubrene molecules in the basal (a-b) plane of the crystal; the lattice constants along a and b axes are 14.4 and 7.2 Å, respectively. Slower crystal growth along the c axis results in the formation of thin platelets, 0.2 to 1.0 mm thick and 2 to 3 mm wide, with the natural large-area flat facet being the (001) a-b plane. The FETs are built by lamination on these surfaces. Images collected through crossed polarizers indicate that the crystals grown in this fashion are single crystalline (Fig. 2C) (21) . The natural facets of the crystals match the crystallographic directions obtained from Laue diffraction profiles (Fig. 2D) . Figure 3A shows current-voltage characteristics of a representative device (13) . Strong field-effect modulation of the channel conductance is observed, with on/off current ratios as high as 10 6 (measured between gate voltage V G ϭ -100 V and 20 V). By fitting the data to linear and saturation regime standard FET equations (22) , two-probe mobilities ϭ 3 to 15 cm 2 /V⅐s were obtained for different rubrene crystals. The highly ohmic current-voltage characteristics at low source-drain bias (Fig. 3A,  inset (7, 13) ] and show nearly thresholdless operation and weak gate voltage dependence of the channel mobility. Minor hystereses observed in forward and reverse scans suggest a low density of deep traps at the interface. These excellent transistor characteristics result from the high quality of the laminated rubrene-PDMS interface and the highpurity rubrene crystals.
Because the adhesion of the PDMS elastomer to the organic is driven primarily by van der Waals forces and not by irreversible bond formation, separation of the elastomeric stamp from the organic crystal does not degrade the crystal surface provided that these forces are weaker than the intermolecular bonding. This is the case for rubrene: There are no substantial changes in channel conductance even upon multiple relamination of the stamp. This reversibility is important because, unlike previous efforts (6-10), it enables different high-performance transistor structures, each with different electrode configurations, to be assembled sequentially on the same region of the crystal surface. Figure  3B shows, as an example, data collected from a set of devices with different channel lengths assembled one after another on a single small region of the crystal surface. Variations of the device characteristics (mobility, e.g.) were within 15%. As a result, the saturation current observed in Fig. 3B (inset) shows the expected width/length (W/L) scaling. By performing experiments with the same source-drain configuration but with different angular orientations of the crystal relative to the channel, it is possible to examine mobility anisotropy. Figure 4A presents results of such measurements, in which the crystal was rotated and relaminated through 720°in a stepwise fashion (13) . After each rotation, the two-probe mobility was measured in both linear and saturation regime to exclude the contact effects (13) . Reproducibility of the results after two full 360°rotations demonstrates that relamination does not damage the crystal surface. The effective two-probe mobilities for charge transport along the crystallographic a and b axes differ at least by a factor of two, with the highest mobility along the b axis. The angular dependence of the mobility variation is consistent with tensor transformation rules for an orthorhombic crystal (Fig. 4A, dashed line) (23) . All investigated samples showed similar behavior (six samples taken from different crystal and transistor stamp syntheses) and highlighted the noninvasive nature of this technique.
To eliminate entirely the effects of contacts and to extract intrinsic hole mobilities, we used stamps with a four-probe configuration of electrodes (Fig. 4B, inset) (6, 7, 22) . In this experiment, the potential difference between two voltage contacts located inside the channel, V 4W , was measured as a function of gate voltage simultaneously with the source-drain current, I SD . The conductivity, ϭ I SD /V 4W , is plotted as a function of V G for the transport along the a and b crystallographic directions (Fig. 4B) . The slope of the (V G ) dependences in the linear regime is proportional to the intrinsic hole mobility 4w in rubrene (22, 24) . (25) extracted from these data (Fig. 4B, inset) varies with V G in a similar fashion along both crystallographic directions. These results show that the observed mobility anisotropy in the two-probe measurements indeed reflects the specific crystal structure.
Although it is known that organic single crystals are highly anisotropic (5), manifestations of these effects in field-effect experiments have not been previously reported. Our observation that the maximum mobility is realized for hole transport along the b axis is qualitatively consistent with molecular packing in the rubrene crystal ( Fig. 2A) , for which one might expect a stronger overlap of the electronic orbitals along the b axis (Fig.  2B) . The different lattice constants along the a and b axes (14.4 Å versus 7.2 Å) and the anisotropic character of inter-and intramolecular vibrational modes are also likely to contribute to the observed anisotropy. Qualitatively, our finding agrees with the theoretically predicted mobility anisotropy in molecular crystals based on differences in transfer integrals along different crystallographic axes (26) ; however, for a more quantitative analysis, polaronic effects in rubrene and other polyacenes should be included (27) .
These results suggest that future fieldeffect experiments at organic crystal surfaces should consider mobility anisotropy and highlight the importance of controlling the orientation of the organic crystal relative to the FET channel. More broadly, the reversible lamination of transistor stamps demonstrated in this report provides simple two-and four-probe stamps that could be effectively used to extract spatial channel characteristics in a single grain, as well as across the grain boundary of organic semiconductors (28) . The reversible formation of the interface between the PDMS dielectrics and organic surface allows for a reliable interpretation of these results and enables a better understanding of charge transport in organic semiconductor. More generally, this technique could facilitate studies of operation-induced changes in transport properties by providing direct access to interfaces that are irreversibly embedded in conventional devices. 
